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AMASIA, SHIRAK, ARMENIA

WHO WE ARE?
Our values
What we do
The Amasia Wool Factory was founded in 2019 and is a
unique medium to large fiber processing unit operating
in Armenia today. We source our raw materials from
Shirak shepherds and produce pure Armenian wool for
local and international clients. We combine modern
carding technologies with handcraft knowledge to
offer authentic and natural woolen products ranging
from carded ribbons and veils to yarn and fabrics. We
pay great attention to sustainability and the
preservation of the environment. For that purpose, our
wools are washed with eco-friendly soaps and our yarns
are dyed with natural dyes only. The products
showcased in this catalogue show our capacities while
we put extra care towards undertaking special orders
based on our clients’ specific requirements.

OUR WASHED WOOLS
1 ton per month
4 natural shades

Our washed wools are the expression of Amasia's pristine
environment made of vast grasslands scattered with lava
flows.
The Amasia Wool factory produces half a ton of washed
wools per month with the capacity to increase its
production to 1 ton per month when needed.Our wools are
cleaned and degreased carefully using pure and soft
Amasia water and biodegradable cleaning agents. This
gentle washing process preserves our wools qualities as
well as the environment. We offer 4 natural shades
ranging from white and beiges to light and dark browns.
Based on our client's needs, we can mix our wools to
increase the range of natural shades.
Packaging: loose or in 10 kilo reusable bags
Uses and applications: mattresses, blankets, pillows, covers and
quilts, insulation material and many more

OUR CARDED WOOLS
We use modern carding technologies to produce state
of the art pure carded wools in 4 natural shades
ranging from white and beiges to light and dark browns.
Based on our client's needs, we can mix our wools to
increase the range of natural shades.

OUR CARDED WOOLS
INTO VEILS
We produce carded veils with constant thickness ranging
from 2 to 17 cm. Standard dimensions: 100x220cm
Packaging: bags
Uses and applications: felting, mattresses,
blankets and quilts…

OUR CARDED WOOLS INTO
RIBBONS
Our fibers receive an antistatic treatment prior to
carding for exceptional results. Our electronic carding
machine allows us to set the ribbons thickness to the
exact needs of our clients.
Packaging: 10 kilos bags
Uses and applications: Ribbons are suitable for manual and
mechanical spinning, blankets and other handicrafts

OUR NATURAL YARNS

Manually spun using spinning wheels with electric
assistance, our yarns carry the unique feeling of hand
made goods. They are the logical choice for Armenian
rug makers committed to continuing the Armenian
carpet tradition.

OUR YARNS
IN NATURAL COLOURS OF AMASIA

Our Natural yarns come in 4 natural shades ranging
from white and beiges to light and dark browns. Based
on our clients' needs, we can mix our wools to increase
the range of natural shades. We produce single, double
or triple ply yarns, in skeins or balls and we adapt the
twist and count to our clients requirements. Yarn
counts range from 3 to 8 N. We produce 3 yarn twists:
low, medium and strong.

Packaging: skeins or balls
Uses and applications: rug making, weaving,
knitting, embroidery…

OUR NATURALLY DYED YARNS
Indigo, madder root, Cochineal, Logwood, Turmeric,
Amaranth… We make no compromises and use only
natural dyes with adequate fixation technics for long
lasting colours. We produce single, double or triple ply
yarns, in skeins or balls and we adapt the twist and
count to our client's requirements. Yarn counts range
from 3 to 8N. We produce 3 yarn twists: low, medium
and strong.

Packaging: skeins or balls
Uses and applications: rug making, weaving,
knitting,embroidery…

OUR NATURAL
HANDWOVEN FABRICS

Our range of handmade fabrics use 100% Amasia Wools
weft and 100% cotton warp. Our weavers work with
state of the art Glimakra handlooms imported from
Europe. Our choice of natural colours and dyes,
combined with the wide range of design options
offered by our 8 shaft looms allow us to propose the
most diverse collection of fabrics made in Armenia. We
work individually with our client's to design the fabric
of their choice in total confidentiality.
Technical capacities: we produce fabrics up to 8 meters
long with a maximum width of 110cm.

Use and applications: home interior, upholstery, fashion
accessories, clothing...

Amasia Wool Factory was established with the support
of European Union, Government of Armenia and People
in Need Czech NGO within the "EU4Shirak: Wool for
Jobs" project.
The project aims to revive and modernise the wool
value chain and the art of wool crafts in Shirak region.
Acting as a motor for job creation and Small and
Medium Enterprise (SME) development, this project
aims to increase employment and economic
competitiveness of actors within the crafts sector in
Shirak region, contributing in particular to women’s
empowerment.
People in Need’s implementing partners are the
Women's Development "Resource Center" Foundation,
Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Shirak Region,
and Amasia Municipality.

This publication was produced with the financial support of the European Union. Its contents
are the sole responsibility of People in Need Representative Office in Armenia and do not
necessarily reflect the views of the European Union․

Email: Amasiawoolfactory@gmail.com
Facebook: AmasiaWoolFactory

